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Living is the
New Dying
Death, the Lord Jesus Christ,
Love and Myself
Johanna Klöpper – young, lively and
in love with life – decides to deal with
the subject that frightens her the most:
Dying. How do you face death? What
remains at the end? And how do God
and faith fit in? In search for answers
she begins to work in a hospice. She
cries, she laughs, she lives – and takes
the reader on a personal journey. Doing
this she achieves a real masterpiece: To
write a book about dying, filled to the
brim with the joy of live.

A brilliantly written book
on death and life!

Johanna Klöpper
born 1981, married with two children, lives in
Germany and works in the management of a
hospice. In her free time she sings, composes
and writes columns and short texts that are
published in magazines such as JOYCE.

Johanna Klöpper
Living is the New Dying
Death, the Lord Jesus Christ, Love and Myself
14 x 21.5 cm
Hardcover
192 pages
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Biography

Swimming Freely
My Story about Desire, Faith and
Beyond
What makes a well-known evangelist
suddenly question everything he
believes in and preaches? Why does he
swap the pulpit for the red-light district
of Berlin? The Jesus House speaker and
host of Willow-Creek youth conferences
used to stand in front of thousands of
juveniles and whole-heartedly preach
forgiveness of sins and a life with Jesus.
Now he walks the talk. He visits former
companions, role models and friends.
All of whom are interesting people.
He talks to them about God, Jesus and
evangelism. His findings will surprise
you.

Modern Layout with reportage photographs
A well-known evangelist suddenly finds faith himself

Daniel Schneider
is a TV and radio author. He is the host of the
radio program »Church in WDR« and works
as a speaker and a presenter. He is married
to Eva-Lisa with three children and lives in
Löhne, Germany.
Torsten Hebel
is head of a socio-cultural youth and children’s
work in Berlin, which he established himself.
He travels all over Europe as a cabaret artist
and speaker. He is married to Maja with two
children and is a passionate sailor.

Daniel Schneider, Torsten Hebel
Swimming Freely
My Story about Desire, Faith and Beyond
17 x 23.5 cm
256 pages
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Biography

A Unique Kind of
New Beginning
Journal of a Farewell
Has everything come to an end? Or
is it a new beginning? Especially men
experience retirement as a step into the
unknown. Jürgen Werth, the head of
ERF Media for many years, has made
this experience. He has recorded what
his head and his heart dictated to him.
The result is a journal of an emotional
roller coaster; of a resignation and
a fresh start. Those who have been
through similar situations can relive
the experience; those about to face this
challenge can see what lies ahead of
them. A worldly-wise and honest book
with valuable insights.

Well-known spiritual personality
Very personal and honest records
Especially for men

Jürgen Werth
was born in 1951. The long-standing head
of ERF Media is a journalist and preacher,
a book author and TV host, and a singersongwriter. He learned his journalistic skills
at the »Westfälische Rundschau«.

Jürgen Werth
A Unique Kind of New Beginning
Journal of a Farewell
10.5 x 16.5 cm
Hardcover
192 pages
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I‘m Not a Star,
I‘m Myself
»Awesome Jonas«
in search of his place in life
Everything’s normal?! »Awesome
Jonas« is 23 years old, has left home and
works as a carpenter. But his everyday
life is one big adventure. Repeatedly,
he wrestles to find his true identity.
Mentally handicapped by Down’s
syndrome? The cool guy in his twenties
standing on his own feet? Or a successful
book author and entertainer applauded
by hundreds? Will his faith carry him,
even if his Christian congregation
suddenly appears strange? Among all
the turmoil he has recognized one thing:
»God likes me the way I am. Therefore
I’ll enjoy my life!«

With many photos, drawings and notes from Jonas
The fourth volume about the original boy
For families with handicapped children

Jonas Zachmann
was born 1992 as the fourth
child of the Zachmann family.
He has Down’s syndrome, a
serious heart defect and lots of
humour and charm. He wrote
this book together with his
mother.
Doro Zachmann
born 1967, is a certified social pedagogue. Up to now she
has written three books about her life with Jonas. She lives
in Karlsruhe, is married to Wolfgang and has three other
grown-up children.

Jonas Zachmann
I’m Not a Star, I’m Myself
»Awesome Jonas« in search of his place in life
14 x 21.5 cm
Hardcover
320 pages
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Non-Fiction

Why I‘m Not
an Atheist
Faith for sceptics
»God is an illusion and faith is bad.«
With this sort of statement Atheism has
been making its presence felt lately.
But what about God? The resurrection:
Fake? A legend? Are faith and reason
enemies? Can God be experienced at
all? Alexander Garth knows the sceptics’
arguments. With thoughtfulness and
humour he shows that there are good
reasons to believe in God. Passionately
he invites the reader to start the search.

Good answers to critical questions
of sceptics
Well-known author with a great deal of experience
Not only for people who are strangers to faith

Alexander Garth
born 1958, is the founder of the »Young
Church Berlin« which has numerous members
with no-Christian background. Since
2013, the pastor and author is co-leader of
»Vineyard Berlin«, a lay movement within the
evangelic church.

Alexander Garth
Why I’m Not an Atheist
Faith for sceptics
14 x 21.5 cm
Hardcover
320 pages
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Non-Fiction

My God, Jesus!
His miracles move the world
They are the most fascinating miracles
the world has ever seen: When water is
turned to wine, a man walks on water,
a dead man leaves his funeral cave –
then we wonder: »My God, Jesus!« This
man makes headlines. Some believe
they know him, others are rediscovering
him: Who is Jesus really? He is uniquely
peculiar, he is human and more. For
those who encounter him, he opens up
new worlds and ultimately even heaven.
Based on the gospel of John, Steffen
Kern invites us to immerse in the story
of Jesus, and to be astonished: »My God,
Jesus!«

Many are fascinated by Jesus
and his miracles
The well-known author writes descriptively
Also for people who don‘t know Jesus yet

Steffen Kern
born 1973, is a pastor and journalist. As
a speaker at »ProChrist«, as radio-pastor
at »Antenne1« and as an author of several
books and CDs, he is well known to many. He
is married, has two children and lives near
Stuttgart.

Steffen Kern
My God, Jesus!
His miracles move the world
14 x 21.5 cm
Hardcover
240 pages
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Non-Fiction

Man, God!
Encounters between
heaven and earth
They were distraught, or were stuck in
hopeless situations. Some wanted to
throw away their lives. The guests of
the TV show »Man, God!« have been
through their own personal hell. At
the low point of their lives they have
a supernatural encounter. They get to
know God who gives them hope again
and enables them to start afresh. 16 true
stories full of power, love and miracles
that will amaze you.

Moving experiences – ideal as a gift
Well-known through the same-titled TV show
For lovers of touching first-hand reports

Tanja Klement
was born in Brazil in 1985 and grew up there.
After a short stopover in Sri Lanka she studied
media science. Since 2009 she works for ERF
Media in the TV editorial department.
Susanne Hohmeyer-Lichtblau
born 1970, holds a diploma of journalism and
has studied sociology and modern German
literature. Since 1997 she works as an editor
for ERF Media and is in charge of the TV
format »Man, God!«.

Susanne Hohmeyer-Lichtblau, Tanja Klement
Man, God!
Encounters between heaven and earth
14 x 21.5 cm
128 pages
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Non-Fiction

Pleasure of Love
Shameless and genuine pleasure
Good and passionate sex doesn’t have to
remain a dream. Every couple can learn
to discover and live eroticism. Veronika
Schmidt knows the sex weariness that
puts a strain on so many marriages. I
don’t feel like it? Too stressed? Bashful
at heart? Change is possible. Outspoken
and relaxed, the author speaks on how
couples can perceive new passion and
enjoy sex. In doing so she includes
faith. She demonstrates how beautifully
and erotically the Bible talks about
intimacy. This is liberating. Her message
for couples: Love and passion can be
learned.

Large Online feature
Information series

Veronika Schmidt
born 1961, is a couple and family counsellor
and a sexual adviser with her own practice.
Her special concern is to help couples have a
happier sex life. She lives with her husband
in Schaffhausen, CH and has four grown-up
children.

Veronika Schmidt
Pleasure of Love
Shameless and genuine pleasure
16.5 x 23.5 cm
Hardcover
272 pages
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Non-Fiction

Single Item
Living single, happily
Being a single – a land of endless
opportunities. Single people are
uncommitted and free to shape their
lives and make room for happiness. But
often the feeling that singles live on hold
gets the upper hand. Tina Tschage has
spoken to many and provides tips on
how to escape the trap of frustration.
This book encourages discovering a
fulfilled life, but also speaks openly
about desires and problems.

Many contributions of singles
in all situations
A sincere and authentic book
For female and male singles of all ages

Tina Tschage
born 1982, is a theologian and journalist. She
works freelance as a PR consultant, coach and
speaker. She lives in the Christian community
»SegensReich« in Munich and loves to
communicate valuable topics.

Tina Tschage
Single Item
Living single, happily
14 x 21.5 cm
Paperback
272 pages
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Non-Fiction

Fear
Understand, disarm, transform
Many people suffer from panic attacks,
fear of sickness, loneliness or too much
closeness. This need not be the case.
One can learn to interpret the signs
of fear and deal with them, instead
of fleeing. Neither elevator rides, nor
darkness, nor climbing up towers have
to be a cause for fear in the future. Fear
can lose its power. Cornelia Mack shows
ways to freedom.

Fear – a dominant feeling of our time
Competent, well-known and popular author
For affected people, pastoral workers, therapists

Cornelia Mack
is a well-known speaker and author. She
studied social pedagogy with a focus on
psychiatry. She and her husband have
four grown-up children and live in South
Germany.

Cornelia Mack
Fear
Understand, disarm, transform
14 x 21.5 cm
Paperback
208 pages
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Non-Fiction

Yet Still I‘m Secure
with You
Encouragement for hard times
What if a severe diagnosis threatens
your life, or when sorrow casts a shadow
onto your daily routine? During a
period of sickness and after losing a
child, Andrea Eißler has learnt, that
God doesn’t necessarily change the
circumstances, but he pulls us through.
In 36 short and honest thoughts, she
encourages the reader to trust in God
despite everything. Her texts direct the
reader’s attention to God’s greatness and
strength and they spark hope.

A book of encouragement
in times of crisis
Ideal to share with others (e.g. on their sickbed)

Andrea Eißler
born 1970, is married to pastor Dr. Tobias
Eißler and is mother of five children. She is a
religion pedagogue and a pastor’s wife, and
lives in Gunzenhausen.

Andrea Eißler
Yet Still I’m Secure with You
Encouragement for hard times
14 x 21.5 cm
Hardcover
192 pages
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Non-Fiction

Only Real Angels aren‘t
Afraid of Heights
Stories between heaven and earth
Forbidden sled rides on the snowcovered village road, drunk father
Christmases, and a pastor who makes
women disappear (by prayer of course).
Gerhard Fischer tells stories from his
youth in Hitler Germany, the postwar period, and his adventures as
a travelling pastor. Contagious and
cheerful, thoughtful and emphatic, he
gives account of experiences of life and
of faith.

Finally available again
Large writing
For people with and without reading glasses

Gerhard Fischer
worked in a wood factory and was a deacon
later on. From 1975 up until his retirement
he was a church pastor in Falkenau near
Chemnitz, where he and his wife still live
today.

Gerhard Fischer
Only Real Angels aren’t Afraid of Heights
Stories between heaven and earth
14 x 21.5 cm
Hardcover
208 pages
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Non-Fiction

Basic Knowledge
on Islam
How Christians and Muslims
can start a dialogue
Is Islam to blame for the terror in the
Middle East? This question also hinders
a dialogue between Christians and
Muslims. In Andreas Maurer’s extended
Islamic Studies, Carmen Matussek
explains red-hot developments: Arab
Spring, Islamic State group and Boko
Haram. Islamism in Germany, Salafism
and Pegida. The declared goal is that
Christians understand Muslims and are
able to genuinely bear witness to their
faith.

6th Edition of this classic
Updated: Political Islam today
For readers interested in Islam and current events

Carmen Matussek
is an Islam scientist. 2012 she published
her final thesis for the M.A. degree on antiSemitic conspiracy theories in the Islamic
world. She works freelance for the national
office for political education.
Dr. Andreas Maurer
holds a Ph.D. in theology (University of
Pretoria), worked in Afrika for many years
as the scientific head of the Ifl-Switzerland.
Nowadays he works for the AVC at home and
abroad.

Andreas Maurer
Basic Knowledge on Islam
How Christians and Muslims can start
a dialogue
14 x 21.5 cm
Paperback
304 pages
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Non-Fiction

I Stand Beside
your Manger
Encounters in the Stable of
Bethlehem
The nativity play. Already weeks before
Christmas it has a firm place in families,
churches and Christmas markets. Mary
and Joseph, the shepherds, the angels
and, of course, the baby in the manger.
With the aid of the individual characters
of the nativity scene, prelate Ulrich
Mack provides a vivid introduction to
the events of Christmas. In this way, the
deep meaning of Christmas is unveiled
in words and images.

Christmas comes to life
in the nativity scene
Prelate Mack is well known far beyond Stuttgart

Ulrich Mack
born 1951, is a pastor and since 2006 prelate
in Stuttgart, where he often preaches in the
collegiate church. He has written several
books and is married to Cornelia Mack, with
four grown children. He lives in Filderstadt.

Ulrich Mack
I Stand Beside your Manger
Encounters in the Stable of Bethlehem
10.5 x 16.5 cm
Hardcover
144 pages
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Non-Fiction

Saying Yes to
Thankfulness
Discovered in the Bible –
experienced today
Whoever takes a closer look will discover
countless stories about gratitude in
the Bible. Each one demonstrates a
particular aspect and has its very own
facet. This makes it clear that gratitude
is far more than a polite phrase, but
stretches to all areas of life. In 16
chapters, the former speaker of »Wortzum-Sonntag« and well-known preacher
Andrea Schneider draws an inspiring
picture of gratitude that gives impulses
and ideas for everyday life.

A journey through the Bible
on the topic of the year
Well-suited for discussions in small groups,
with many references to every-day life

Andrea Schneider
born 1955, has three children and two
grandchildren. She studied theology and
German and was the speaker of »Wort-zumSonntag« for many years. Nowadays, she
works as a radio pastor and as an author,
moderator and speaker.

Andrea Schneider
Saying Yes to Thankfulness
Discovered in the Bible – experienced today
14 x 21.5 cm
Hardcover
208 pages
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Non-Fiction

Thank You!
A small word changes your life
Learn how to live grateful – that’s an
invitation and a challenge at the same
time. Those who are grateful live a
happy and satisfied life, and have a
positive effect on their surroundings.
The 12 thoughts of Martin and Anja
Gundlach show us step by step how
to implement more gratitude into
everyday-life – towards God, oneself,
others and the world. They encourage
the reader to be a part of the »gratitude
revolution«.

Popular authors
High-quality layout, two coloured design

Anja and Martin Gundlach
married for 23 years with three daughters.
Anja is a theologian and a speaker, editor
and author. Martin is a pedagogue, and chief
editor of the »SCM Bundes-Verlag« and of the
magazine »Family«.

Martin Gundlach, Anja Gundlach
Thank You!
A small word changes your life
14 x 21.5 cm
Hardcover
160 pages
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Non-Fiction

Thanks, Danke
and Merci
A small word changes your life
Walking through life wearing glasses
of gratitude – could that revolutionize
everyday life? Through 12 thoughts,
Hella Thorn encourages young people
to take a different view on God,
themselves, others and the world.
Humorous and a little cheeky at times,
but utterly honest, she writes about her
own challenges facing this topic. With
many thought-provoking impulses and
hands-on activities.

Attractive two coloured design,
space for own notes
Topic of the year for young people

Hella Thorn
born 1986, is an editor for the magazine
»teensmag«. She is a trained psychological
counsellor and an author. She lives in
Dortmund with her husband.

Hella Thorn
Thanks, Danke and Merci
A small word changes your life
14 x 21.5 cm
Hardcover
160 pages
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Non-Fiction

Move – Discover Life
Faith is more than you think
The one who moves can discover new
things! This book shows that God is no
old hat, but is still good for a surprise.
Tobias Teichen dusts off concepts and
definitions such as the Holy Spirit, Bible
or repentance, so that it becomes clear
that God is still modern and relevant
in our age. The Heavenly Father isn’t
interested in dull answers and rigid
thought patterns – but in a living and
vibrant relationship. The stylish and
continuous four-colour design helps to
underline the strong message of this
voyage of discovering a new faith.

Encourages young people
to renew their faith
The basics of faith in a contemporary design

Tobias Teichen
born 1977, is the pastor and founder of ICF
Munich. With ICF he started to build an
interdenominational and modern type of
church in Munich in 2005 together with his
wife and some friends. He has one son and
lives in Munich.

Tobias Teichen
Move – Discover Life
Faith is more than you think
19 x 26 cm
Hardcover
320 pages
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Non-Fiction

You are Entrusted
to Yourself
Spiritual and personal growth
We all want a fulfilled life – where
our personality and talents unfold,
stumbling blocks are overcome, crises
conquered and changes mastered.
As Christians, we also desire to grow
spiritually and become like Jesus.
Sometimes we meet people who have
almost reached this goal. Then we ask:
How is this possible? So authentic,
confident, straightforward, strong,
affectionate and appreciative… so
like Jesus? The author encourages to
honestly examine one’s life, take specific
actions and to find out what the Bible
says about spiritual growth.

Tamara Hinz travels a
lot as a speaker
She tenderly touches sore spots and gives solutions

Tamara Hinz
lives in Schwalmtal with her husband and two
of their four (nearly) grown children. She is a
trained educator, author and works freelance
for »SCM-Bundesverlag«. Furthermore she
offers seminars on questions of life and faith.

Tamara Hinz
You are Entrusted to Yourself
Spiritual and personal growth
14 x 21.5 cm
Hardcover
264 pages
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Non-Fiction

The Art of
Leading Others
A lot depends on good leadership!
But almost all institutions, including
churches, are missing good leaders. Can
you learn how to lead? Thomas Härry is
convinced: Yes! After countless people
have dealt with leading themselves
reading his last book, he now looks
at how to lead and influence others.
He deals with questions such as: How
can you be more effective? What are
important leadership principles? How
can you help others do their best? What
is leadership according to Jesus? An
essential book for those with leadership
responsibility.

The sequel of the success
»The Art of Leading Yourself«
Thomas Härry has a large fanbase
and travels frequently
For readers with leadership responsibility

Thomas Härry
born 1965, lives in Aarau, Switzerland with
his wife and three daughters. He is a lecturer
of theology, church ministry and leadership at
the Theological Seminary in Aarau and is an
author and spiritual tutor for managers.

Thomas Härry
The Art of Leading Others
14 x 21.5 cm
Hardcover
288 pages
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Non-Fiction

Live out of Love
Moving the world from heaven
Love is the true meaning and the highest
goal God wants to achieve in and among
mankind. It alone can move hearts,
connect people and change lives. But
often we find love difficult and try
to push it: sacrificing and achieving,
pressuring and threating, striving for
rewards and acclaim. During a two
month timeout, Peter Höhn pursued
the secret of love. His insights and deep
encounters with God inspire and touch
the heart. If we yearn for the Holy Spirit,
he will show us the way of love in every
situation – a way from which all emerge
as winners.

Encourages more love for God,
oneself and others
Authentic and encouraging

Peter Höhn
born 1954, originally a hydraulic engineer,
works as an editor, speaker and consultant for
the mission »Campus for Christ« Switzerland.
He lives in Zürich with his wife Barbara. They
have three daughters and two grandchildren.

Peter Höhn, Ulrich Eggers (Hrsg.)
Live out of Love
Moving the world from heaven
14 x 21.5 cm
Hardcover
192 pages
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Non-Fiction

Peace and Happiness
– Not a Bit of it!
How the Bible helps us
to master conflicts
Christians argue just like everyone else
does. But where does this stem from?
Astrid Eichler shows that all conflicts
can be traced down to three large
»battlefields«: It’s a matter of being or
not being, having or not having and
right or wrong. Based on biblical stories
she takes a look at the origins and
possible developments of conflicts. She
gives insight into her own conflicts and
gives practical ideas how to manage
tensions.

A topic that concerns everyone
Biblically founded, practical in everyday life

Astrid Eichler
was a pastor in small village communities in
the Prignitz from 1988 – 2004. After that she
worked as a prison counsellor for six years.
Since January 2011, she is the speaker for
»EmwAg e.V.«

Astrid Eichler, Ulrich Eggers
Peace and Happiness – Not a Bit of it!
How the Bible helps us to master conflicts
14 x 21.5 cm
Hardcover
160 pages
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Non-Fiction

How God gives us
Space to Live
A plea for a broader faith
Those who interpret discipleship as
a denial of one’s own needs often
experience a suffering of the soul.
Diligently researched, Julius Steinberg,
author and professor of theology, puts
the liberating truth of the history of
creation and the ten commandments in
contrast: right from the beginning God
provided protected spaces where body
and soul are meant to exist! First-hand
accounts and practical ideas show us
ways to grant ourselves and others these
spaces.

New insights on well-known
texts of the Bible
A guide to escape restrictive doctrines

Julius Steinberg
born 1972, is married and has two children.
He studied theology in Gießen and Leuvern
and was a preacher for the national church.
Since 2007 he teaches Old Testament studies
at the Theological University Ewersbach.

Julius Steinberg
How God gives us Space to Live
A plea for a broader faith
14 x 21.5 cm
Hardcover
208 pages
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Non-Fiction

Anchor of My Soul
52 scriptures of the Bible that are
important to me
»The Bible is my orientation and I drop
the anchor of my soul into the firm
foundation of the word of God and his
eternal love in Jesus«. Clear, pointed and
challenging, the well-known evangelist
writes about 52 scriptures from the Bible
that are fundamentally important to
him. The focus is always on the gospel,
the death of Jesus on the cross, and our
reconciliation with God. A devotional
book for every week of the year, with
strong inspirations that enable the
reader to focus on the essentials.

Exegesis on central biblical passages
From Genesis to the book of Revelation

Ulrich Parzany
born 1941, was secretary general of CVJM
Germany and head of Pro-Christ. He is the
author of the weekly TV-series »Reading the
Bible with Ulrich Parzany». He is married, has
three children and five grandchildren.

Ulrich Parzany
Anchor of My Soul
52 scriptures of the Bible that are
important to me
14 x 21.5 cm
Hardcover
208 pages
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Non-Fiction

Angels, Shepherds,
Kings?
Twenty-four discoveries in the
Christmas story
Quite a few people find the Christmas
story to be nothing more than a
touching legend. Indeed popular piety
has repainted the biblical report and
reduced the characters to colourful
nativity figurines. Taking a closer look
however, you will find interesting, real
people. The author deals with difficult
topics, and places the birth of Jesus into
a large theological, general context,
reaching from creation to the second
coming of Christ. With its 24 chapters,
this book is ideal for the advent seasons
and gives an in-depth understanding of
Christmas.

A fresh, biblical view of the
Christmas personnel
Through the advent season in 24 chapters

Wolfgang Kraska
lives in Eggenstein near Karlsruhe. He is a
non-denominational pastor and a regular
author for the magazines »AUFATMEN«,
»HauskreisMagazin« and »Christsein heute«.

Wolfgang Kraska
Angels, Shepherds, Kings?
Twenty-four discoveries in the Christmas
story
11.3 x 18 cm
Hardcover
160 pages
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Children´s Books 5 years and up

Lilli, Kuno and The
Nut Stash
A story of collectors and late risers
Lilli the squirrel, Kuno the brown hare,
and Theo the woodpecker discuss
autumn in the forest. When Lilli buries
her winter stock in the ground, Kuno
has an idea... Not only the pictures hold
plenty to discover: next to the story
there is a column at the edge of each
double page with additional information
on squirrels – descriptively, with
additional small drawings.

Just right for curious children
Shows how creative and wise God made nature

Elke Pfesdorf
born1969, kindergarten teacher and nurse,
married, has 2 children and is an author
since1997. She wrights short stories,
children’s stories, sport reports and reviews.

Elke Pfesdorf, Bianka Leonhardt (Illustr.)
Lilli, Kuno and The Nut Stash
A story of collectors and late risers
21 x 21 cm
Hardcover
32 pages
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Children´s Books 8 years and up

The Mystery of The
Crow Forest
In order to avoid being bullied by his
classmates, Oliver keeps coming up
with new ideas. At first he invents an
aristocratic title. Then he wants a large
and dangerous dog which should help
him gain respect. Ultimately, his plans
don’t work out and he endangers himself
and others. When strange things happen
during a school trip, Oliver and his dog
can prove what they are really capable
of and Oliver experiences that he is
precious to God, just the way he is.

Exciting and humorous crime story
Important topic for kids: The struggle for recognition

Guido Apel
is a freelance graphic designer and illustrator. Furthermore
he is an enthusiastic photographer and musician. A part of his
works can be viewed on the internet:
www.guidoapel.de
Friederike Schwencke
born 1983, is a qualified social pedagogue.
She finished on one of the top five positions in
the SCM competition for merging writers. She
lives in Wolfsburg with her husband and their
three children.

Friederike Schwencke, Guido Apel (Illustr.)
The Mystery of The Crow Forest
13.5 x 20.5 cm
Hardcover
144 pages
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Children´s Books 10 years and up

The White Z and The
Missing Jewels
Zorro and his friends have barely
survived their first adventure when they
receive mysterious information on stolen
artwork. As they decide to get involved,
they learn about the story of Zorro’s
ancestor Johanna. She hid away all her
jewellery from her nasty and wasteful
husband. They haven’t reappeared since
then. An exciting journey and search
into Zorro’s past begins. However,
not only the white Z is looking for the
treasures... Will the kids manage to find
them before the thieves do?

Exciting crime novel for kids
Second volume of the successful series »The White Z«

Christian Mörken
born 1972, studied music, worked in the
music industry (for Herbert Grönemeyer
among others) for several years, and later
worked in publishing. He is currently an
author, lyricist and editor. He is married and
has two kids.

Christian Mörken
The White Z and The Missing Jewels
13.5 x 20.5 cm
Hardcover
208 pages
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Children´s Books 10 years and up

Boarding School
Wolkenstein
Every beginning is hard
When Mila first comes to the boarding
school Wolkenstein she isn’t thrilled at
all. She draws strength from reading
the Bible. Gradually, Mila finds friends.
Together they start a music project.
But the girls from the theatre project
constantly make their lives a misery. For
a musical competition, the groups have
to get it together: the prize is a trip to
England. The girls really buckle down,
but one mishap after another happens.
Just before they succeed, everything
threatens to breakdown and the musical
hasn’t even been performed yet...

Boarding school feeling – what girls long for
A story about faith and team spirit

Janita Pauliks
born 1977 in Duisburg, is a trained educator.
In the meantime she lives in Grimma with
her husband and their three children and is
involved in »Compassion«, an aid organisation
that sponsors disadvantaged children.

Janita Pauliks
Boarding School Wolkenstein
Every beginning is hard
13.5 x 20.5 cm
Hardcover
192 pages
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Children´s Books 10 years and up

Brilliantly Good Time
with God
52 Bible verses invite girls to spend
time with God and use stillness as a
source of strength for their everyday
lives. The author’s conclusions directly
link the Bible to the children’s lives and
encourage them to create their own
ideas. This valuable book can be read as
a weekly devotional book throughout
a whole year, or as a daily impulse for
further Bible reading, or in individual
intervals.

The concept doesn‘t call for
a fixed reading cycle
Encourages spending time in the Bible

Martina Merckel-Braun
is a translator and freelance author. She has
translated more than 30 books into German,
has written children’s books and a children’s
Bible, and has put together several picture
books and a book with her own short stories.

Martina Merckel-Braun
Brilliantly Good Time with God
13.5 x 20.5 cm
Hardcover
128 pages
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Children´s Books 4-10 years

Through the Christmas
Season with Children
Baking, crafting, singing and reading
In their new big Christmas book,
Cornelia Mack and her daughter
Katharina Drechsler have put together
everything that lights up the dark time
of year for children. Next to modern
stories, you can find craft instructions,
recipes, and the origin stories of many
Christmas songs, together with the notes
and lyrics. The ideas help to consciously
experience the autumn and Christmas
time together with children – in the
family, in preschool, in elementary
schools or in Sunday school. The
elaborate illustrations beautifully round
off this concept.

A meaningful gift

Katharina Drechsler
born 1982, is married and has four children.
She likes to spend her free time outdoors in
the nature.
Cornelia Mack
is a well-known speaker and author. She
studied social pedagogy with a focus
on psychiatry. She an her husband have
four grown-up children and live in South
Germany.

Cornelia Mack, Katharina Drechsler, Sonja
Spaltenstein (Illustr.)
Through the Christmas Season
with Children
Baking, crafting, singing and reading
20 x 25 cm
Hardcover
192 pages
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Backlist SCM Verlage

Heidemarie Führer
The Woman Who Doesn’t Fit
Into Any Pattern
Christa von Viebahn - founder of
the Aidlingen Sisterhood
Format: Hardcover
Extent: 288 pages

Susanne Kellner
You Turned Me Upside Down
Surviving with a very special
child
Format: Hardcover
Extent: 256 pages

Demetri Betts, Damaris Kofmehl
Wild Warrior For Heaven
Secrets of my life
Format: Paperback
Extent: 368 pages

Birgit Hämmerle
Farid the Dreamer
Format: Paperback
Extent: 288 pages

Dirk Schröder
Head To Wind
Clear direction through
coachings for men
Format: Hardcover
Extent: 288 pages

Prof. Dr. mult. Thomas
Schirrmacher, David
Schirrmacher
Corruption
Format: Paperback
Extent: 112 pages

Alexander Garth
There Are Reasons For
Doubting - And For Believing
Format: Hardcover
Extent: 256 pages

Hans-Joachim Eckstein
You Are A Part Of His Story
Format: Paperback
Extent: 160 pages

Michael Diener, Steffen Kern
Time To Stand Up
Suggestions for the future of the
church
Format: Paperback
Extent: 128 pages

Stephanie Rapp
The Printer’s Assistant
Format: Hardcover
Extent: 544 pages

Andreas Malessa
Here I Stand, It Was
Completely Different
Misconceptions about Martin
Luther
Format: Hardcover
Extent: 192 pages

Rolf Sons
Martin Luther As A Pastoral
Minister
Rediscovering Freedom
Format: Hardcover
Extent: 256 pages
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Backlist SCM Verlage

Peter Strauch
My Time Is In Your Hands
Biography
Format: Hardcover
Extent: 592 pages

Ute Horn
As Life Stood Still
My Experiences at Death’s Door
Format: Hardcover
Extent: 192 pages

Damaris Kofmehl
Lost In The South Sea
Format: Paperback
Extent: 240 pages

Magdalena Paulus
The Legacy Of The 1968
Generation
My Long Way to Freedom
Format: Hardcover
Extent: 320 pages

Nicola Vollkommer
Like Doves In The Wind
Format: Paperback
Extent: 288 pages

Dr. Heiko Krimmer
A Lame Man Plays For A Dance
New Stories of God in India
Format: Paperback
Extent: 128 pages

Elke Ottensmann
From Garden Gnome And
Nodding Dog
Stories with Heart and Humour
Format: Hardcover
Extent: 192 pages

Brigitte Schorr
Highly Sensitive People In
Relationships
Format: Hardcover
Extent: 224 pages

Christina Rammler
Egosex
What Porn Does to Us
Format: Paperback
Extent: 240 pages

Ute Buth
Girls’ Stuff
Butterflies, Deodorant & Parent
Free Zone
Format: Hardcover
Extent: 352 pages

Johannes Hartl
Fire In My Heart
My exciting journey into prayer
Format: Hardcover
Extent: 240 pages

Heinrich Christian Rust
Prophetic Life - Prophetic
Ministry
Discovering a forgotten gift
Format: Hardcover
Extent: 336 pages
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Nicola Vollkommer
People Who Move The World
Discovering the secret of
spiritual role models
Format: Hardcover
Extent: 184 pages

Kerstin Wendel
Loved, Gifted, Called
How women find their calling
Format: Hardcover
Extent: 160 pages

Monika Büchel
When The Fear Comes, You
Are There
Learning from persons in the
Bible
Format: Hardcover
Extent: 124 pages

Jörg Kontermann
God Cares For You
Good thoughts for every day in
simple language
Format: Hardcover
Extent: 382 pages

Daniel Schneider
God, I Believe In You
52 special encounters
Format: Hardcover
Extent: 158 pages

Thomas Härry
The Art Of Leading Yourself
Format: Hardcover
Extent: 360 pages

Christof Lenzen
Close To His Heart
A dare to live solely through
Jesus
Format: Hardcover
Extent: 192 pages

Wolfgang Kraska
See You Again In Paradise!
When beloved ones leave us
Format: Hardcover
Extent: 232 pages

Heidrun Kuhlmann
Sleep In Total Peace
Spiritual thoughts for a good
night
Format: Hardcover
Extent: 168 pages

Beate M. Weingardt
What Affects The Soul, Also
Affects The Body
Understanding psychosomatic
signals - healthy living
Format: Hardcover
Extent: 248 pages

Ingrid Jope
Divine Moments During
Motherhood
Short breaks for the turbulent
first year with a baby
Format: Hardcover
Extent: 232 pages

Arthur Richter
Trial Against God
Format: Hardcover
Extent: 128 pages
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Irina Kostic, Stefanie Klaßen
Of Stamp Frogs And Jellybean
Hedgehogs
Short adventure stories with
God
Format: Hardcover
Extent: 128 pages

Michaela Göbel, Sonja
Spaltenstein (Illustr.)
Be Still And Go To Sleep
40 slumber stories
Format: Hardcover
Extent: 144 pages

Bettina Wendland, Nina Dulleck
(Illustr.)
Malte And The Greatest
Present On Earth
Format: Hardcover
Extent: 32 pages

Anita Schalk, Tanja Husmann
(Illustr.)
Come Along To Bethlehem
The story of the very first
Christmas
Format: Hardcover
Extent: 110 pages

Tanja und Ole Husmann
(Illustr.)
Get Excited About Christmas!
The magnetic Advent calendar

Inken Weiand
Maja And Bella - Ponies In
Danger
Format: Hardcover
Extent: 192 pages

Sonja Kientsch
Fanny And The Muffin Gang Crazy Holidays
Format: Hardcover
Extent: 184 pages

Harry Voß
13 Weeks
Format: Hardcover
Extent: 288 pages

Marcella Zapp, Sonja
Spaltenstein (Illustr.)
There’s Always Trouble With
Anton The Beaver
Format: Hardcover
Extent: 32 pages

Bettina Wendland, Guido Apel
(Illustr.)
A Treehouse Full Of Balloons
Stories about strong friendships
Format: Hardcover
Extent: 128 pages

Elisabeth Vollmer, Judith Arndt
(Illustr.)
Pizza With Paul
Format: Hardcover
Extent: 88 pages

Bettina Wendland, Stefanie
Klaßen (Illustr.)
Flooding In the Horse Stable
Format: Hardcover
Extent: 80 pages
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Inken Weiand
Maja And Belle - Horse Show
With Obstacles
Format: Hardcover
Extent: 192 pages

Christof Klenk
A Case For Lukas
The mysterious pursuers
Format: Hardcover
Extent: 128 pages

Simone Ehrhardt
The Secret Of The Red Diary
An interactive crime story
Format: Hardcover
Extent: 192 pages

Dagmar Petrick
The Dog That Fell From The
Sky
Format: Hardcover
Extent: 192 pages
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Christian Mörken
The White Z And A Mansion
Full Of Lies
Format: Hardcover
Extent: 224 pages

